Abstract: Human respiratory activity parameters are important indicators of vital signs. Most respiratory activity detection methods are naïve abd simple and use invasive detection technology. Non-invasive breathing detection methods are the solution to these limitations. In this research, we propose a non-invasive breathing activity detection method based on C-band sensing. Traditional non-invasive detection methods require special hardware facilities that cannot be used in ordinary environments. Based on this, a multi-input, multi-output orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (MIMO-OFDM) system based on 802.11n protocol is proposed in this paper. Our system improves the traditional data processing method and has stronger robustness and lower bit relative error. The system detects the respiratory activity of different body postures, captures and analyses the information, and determines the influence of different body postures on human respiratory activity.
Introduction
The human body respiratory system is sensitive and respiratory activity parameters of the human body are important indicators of vital signs. Respiratory activity indicates the basic health and state of the living body. Abnormalities in respiratory activity parameters are often accompanied by medical emergencies [1] [2] [3] . Therefore, detecting respiratory activity plays an important role in many situations.
In the healthcare sector, invasive respiratory monitoring methods are easy and safe but have many limitations. These invasive methods force the user to wear electrodes or cables for sensing, which limits their capability to sense during special occasions (such as post-earthquake life information detection) and have a limited application range. The electrodes cause major interference in the measurement of physiological parameters, affecting the accuracy of respiratory detection. Many operations, such as electrode placement, which is difficult to avoid in contact measurement, requires the user to actively participate in the test, and in some cases, the user may not meet this requirement [2] .
Non-contact (non-invasive) respiratory activity monitoring is the solution to these issues. Non-contact respiration detection technology measures the respiratory parameters of living organisms without touching the living body to not only provides a non-invasive, convenient, and more suitable detection means for respiratory activity detection, but also to provide the possibility of detecting physiological signal features in special occasions [4] .
Non-contact respiratory activity detection methods include infrared, video, electrostatic field, gas composition, ultrasonic waves, and electromagnetic waves. Ultrasonic and electromagnetic waves use the Doppler principle to retrieve non-contact signal information, which detects the existence of and provides information about the respiratory activities of living bodies [5] [6] [7] . Electromagnetic waves have unique advantages in the detection of physiological signals, and are not susceptible to environmental factors such as weather, temperature, and light, with strong penetrating power [6] .
Because of its non-invasive and robustness to low-light sleep environments, radio frequency (RF) technology has attracted wide attention as a potential candidate technology for tracking human breathing. The basic principle behind this method is that exhalation and inhalation cause minor changes in the transmission of radio signals from the transmitter (TX) to the receiver (RX). In this category, some systems use special wireless devices such as Doppler radar [8] , UWB MIMO (Ultra-wideband multi-input, multi-output) radar [9] , USRP (universal software radio peripherals) [10] , or FMCW (frequency modulated carrier waves) [11, 12] . However, these systems rely on special hardware devices, limiting their practicality in many applications.
In this paper, a new method of C-band sensing technology based on 802.11n protocol is adopted in a MIMO-OFDM (multi-input, multi-output orthogonal frequency division multiplexing) system, which includes multiple transmitting antennas for AP (access point), multiple receiving antennas for the network card, and carrier modulation for OFDM technology, working at 5.32 GHz. Compared with a single TX-RX pair, this system has lower relative error and better robustness.
The main idea of this paper is as follows. The respiratory activity of the human body, based on C-Band sensing, was tested to verify the effectiveness of the system. The proposed system improves upon traditional breathing data filtering methods, having better robustness and lower relative error. The improved system was used to detect the human respiratory activity under different postures. As different postures influence human respiratory activity, we found that standing has the greatest influence on respiratory activity. Figure 1 depicts the process of the proposed system. The first part is data acquisition, which involves collecting signal data through three receiving antennas. These data can be transmitted or stored locally in real time, and then the characteristics of the data are selected to find the most suitable raw data for processing (detailed in Section 3.1). The second part is data processing. This part mainly involves preliminary analysis of the collected data to determine whether the results meet the requirements. When the relative error between the frequency after data processing and the reference frequency is more than 10%, the third stage is required; otherwise, this stage is skipped. Finally, the fourth stage involves improving and preserving the results. waves use the Doppler principle to retrieve non-contact signal information, which detects the existence of and provides information about the respiratory activities of living bodies [5] [6] [7] . Electromagnetic waves have unique advantages in the detection of physiological signals, and are not susceptible to environmental factors such as weather, temperature, and light, with strong penetrating power [6] . Because of its non-invasive and robustness to low-light sleep environments, radio frequency (RF) technology has attracted wide attention as a potential candidate technology for tracking human breathing. The basic principle behind this method is that exhalation and inhalation cause minor changes in the transmission of radio signals from the transmitter (TX) to the receiver (RX). In this category, some systems use special wireless devices such as Doppler radar [8] , UWB MIMO (Ultrawideband multi-input, multi-output) radar [9] , USRP (universal software radio peripherals) [10] , or FMCW (frequency modulated carrier waves) [11, 12] . However, these systems rely on special hardware devices, limiting their practicality in many applications.
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The main idea of this paper is as follows. The respiratory activity of the human body, based on C-Band sensing, was tested to verify the effectiveness of the system. The proposed system improves upon traditional breathing data filtering methods, having better robustness and lower relative error. The improved system was used to detect the human respiratory activity under different postures. As different postures influence human respiratory activity, we found that standing has the greatest influence on respiratory activity. Figure 1 depicts the process of the proposed system. The first part is data acquisition, which involves collecting signal data through three receiving antennas. These data can be transmitted or stored locally in real time, and then the characteristics of the data are selected to find the most suitable raw data for processing (detailed in Section 3.1). The second part is data processing. This part mainly involves preliminary analysis of the collected data to determine whether the results meet the requirements. When the relative error between the frequency after data processing and the reference frequency is more than 10%, the third stage is required; otherwise, this stage is skipped. Finally, the fourth stage involves improving and preserving the results. Figure 2 shows the device and the experimental environment used for obtaining wireless data. We mainly collected three kinds of breathing data from the subjects: lying down, sitting, and standing. As shown in Figure 2 , we implemented the experiment in a large room (5 × 8 m 2 ). Figure 2 shows the device and the experimental environment used for obtaining wireless data. We mainly collected three kinds of breathing data from the subjects: lying down, sitting, and standing. As shown in Figure 2 , we implemented the experiment in a large room (5 × 8 m 2 ). Data acquisition is divided into two parts: the acquisition of electromagnetic wave signal and the collection of respiratory sensor signals. For respiratory sensor data collection, as shown in Figure 2 , the respiratory sensor is tied to the abdomen of the subjects. This device is an HKH-11C Digital Respiratory Sensor (Electronic Technology Research Institute, Hefei, China). The sampling frequency of this sensor is 50 Hz, data are 8 bits, and baud rate is 9600. The sensor is compact and safe to transport. For the acquisition of the electromagnetic wave signal, the transmitter antenna is deployed as an access point (AP) that operates at 5.32 GHz. The receiving antennas are placed opposite the AP, 1.5 m apart. The subject is in the middle of the transmitter and the receiver, as shown in Figure 2 . The sample rate was set to 100 packets/s. When conducting experiments, we obtained a certain number of packets. Each channel state information (CSI) packet's amplitude and phase information are related as follows:
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where | | represents the CSI amplitude of the ith subcarrier and ∠ represents the CSI phase of the ith subcarrier. In this experiment, the 5.32 GHz C-band signal was adopted based on the IEEE 802.11 n standard. C-Band sensing describes the physical properties of the channel between transceivers in an OFDM wireless communication system, which is the physical layer level, and can provide channel measurements at the subcarrier level [13] . C-Band sensing describes the characteristics of the channel in the form of data packets. The path loss, multipath propagation, and distortion experienced by the signal when propagating the original data are reflected in C-Band sensing. Commercial wireless network cards that currently support the IEEE 802.11 n standard can provide amplitude and phase information for different carriers in the form of a C-Band sensing channel matrix.
In a narrow bandwidth stationary channel, the OFDM system can be simply modeled in the frequency domain as:
where is the received vector, is the transmitted vector, is the channel matrix, and is the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN).
Therefore, we can obtain the channel state transition matrix:
where m is the number of transmitting antennas and n is the number of receiving antennas. In this experiment, m equals 1 and n equals 3. Data acquisition is divided into two parts: the acquisition of electromagnetic wave signal and the collection of respiratory sensor signals. For respiratory sensor data collection, as shown in Figure 2 , the respiratory sensor is tied to the abdomen of the subjects. This device is an HKH-11C Digital Respiratory Sensor (Electronic Technology Research Institute, Hefei, China). The sampling frequency of this sensor is 50 Hz, data are 8 bits, and baud rate is 9600. The sensor is compact and safe to transport. For the acquisition of the electromagnetic wave signal, the transmitter antenna is deployed as an access point (AP) that operates at 5.32 GHz. The receiving antennas are placed opposite the AP, 1.5 m apart. The subject is in the middle of the transmitter and the receiver, as shown in Figure 2 . The sample rate was set to 100 packets/s. When conducting experiments, we obtained a certain number of packets. Each channel state information (CSI) packet's amplitude and phase information are related as follows:
where |H i | represents the CSI amplitude of the ith subcarrier and ∠H i represents the CSI phase of the ith subcarrier. In this experiment, the 5.32 GHz C-band signal was adopted based on the IEEE 802.11 n standard. C-Band sensing describes the physical properties of the channel between transceivers in an OFDM wireless communication system, which is the physical layer level, and can provide channel measurements at the subcarrier level [13] . C-Band sensing describes the characteristics of the channel in the form of data packets. The path loss, multipath propagation, and distortion experienced by the signal when propagating the original data are reflected in C-Band sensing. Commercial wireless network cards that currently support the IEEE 802.11 n standard can provide amplitude and phase information for different carriers in the form of a C-Band sensing channel matrix.
where Y is the received vector, X is the transmitted vector, H is the channel matrix, and N is the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN). Therefore, we can obtain the channel state transition matrix:
. . .
where m is the number of transmitting antennas and n is the number of receiving antennas. In this experiment, m equals 1 and n equals 3. 
Data Processing
The purpose of data processing is to denoise the original data representing the Y matrix using several common methods for electromagnetic wave denoising to determine whether the results meet the expected conditions. Previous studies [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] showed that, among the several traditional methods, wavelet transform has the best filtering effect. Therefore, in this process, wavelet transform was chosen.
Method Improvement
According to the previous research results, we found many optimization methods for denoising. In this paper, we chose relatively simple and effective methods: hard threshold denoising and soft threshold denoising.
Analysis Results
After processing the data, we analyzed it if we obtained the expected result. Here, we mainly analyzed the effects of different postures on respiration.
Processing of C-Band Sensing
Data Pre-Processing
When a person lies down, we measured the electromagnetic wave signal using the C-band sensing system. Figure 3 shows the data collected by the three receiving antennas, each containing 30 subcarrier signals of channel frequency response (CFR). In order to obtain the correct respiratory activity data, we had to find the best single subcarrier. The CFR includes amplitude/frequency response and phase/frequency response. In this experiment, the amplitude/frequency response was can be used to intuitively analyze the time-frequency characteristics of a signal, so the this was used to process the respiratory signal. As can be seen from Figure 3 , the 16th subcarrier of all three antennas had the most obvious signal characteristics. In order to further determine which subcarrier to choose, we made a preliminary judgment by calculating the standard deviation.
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The relative error was calculated as follows:
where E is the relative error, f s is the human respiratory frequency measured by the respiratory sensor, and f t is the human respiratory frequency after C-Band sensing data processing. Figure 5 shows the data measured by the respiratory sensor corresponding to this set of data. Because the data obtained by the breathing sensor were stable and experienced little interference, the breathing frequency was obtained by directly performing Fourier transform. The sampling frequency of the breathing sensor was 50 Hz, the sampling time was 2 min, and the total number of samples was 6000. Given this information, correct Fourier transform could be applied. The ordinate in Figure 5a ,b shows the degree of undulation of the abdomen rather than the amplitude. As shown in the figure, the frequency was 0.2583 Hz with respiration rate of 15-16 bpm (beat per min). Figure 5b shows the Fourier transform of Figure 5a . 
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Wavelet Transform
In order to obtain breathing signals from the 16th subcarrier of the third antenna, the noise contained in CFR data had to be eliminated. We considered it inappropriate to use traditional filters (e.g., the Butterworth and Chebyshev filters) to remove the high frequency noise contained in CFR because they an not only eliminate noise but also blur the possible rise and fall edges of CFR signals, which are essential for detecting sleep apnea and rollover. Here, we applied the wavelet filter proposed in (Demeechai, Kukieattikool, et al.) [18] , because it retains the sharp conversion of signals better than other low-pass filters. More specifically, we applied the 8-level b3 wavelet transform to each CFR sequence, and only used detailed coefficients to re-construct. Since the sampling frequency of the data was 100 Hz, the frequency range of the signal obtained was 0-50 Hz. After 8-level wavelet decomposition, the frequency range of detail coefficient was about 0.19-0.38 Hz, which includes the normal range of human respiratory frequency. Figure 6 shows the subcarrier signal in the C-band sensing data. Figure 6a ,b are the original subcarrier signals. Among them, the ordinate unit in Figure 6a is dB. Figure 6c is a signal reconstructed from the eighth-order wavelet detail coefficients and Figure 6d depicts the signal obtained after the Fourier transform of the reconstructed signal. The purpose of Fourier transform is to acquire the frequency domain characteristics of the signal, to compare with the frequency domain characteristics of the breathing sensor, and to obtain the relative error (E). As shown in Figure 6b , the frequency of the original C-band sensing data was almost zero, and the other part was uniformly distributed in the range of 0 to 50 Hz. After the filtration of C-band sensing data, the measured respiratory signal frequency was 0.3667 Hz and the relative error was 42%. elative error was still high, and an improved algorithm was needed to reduce t method needed to have good robustness and good performance for ters. This relative error was still high, and an improved algorithm was needed to reduce the relative error. This method needed to have good robustness and good performance for different experimenters. 
Improvements to Wavelet Transform
The wavelet threshold shrinkage method was proposed by Donoho and Johnstone in 1995. Threshold denoising, in short, decomposes the signal, then performs threshold processing on the decomposed coefficients, and finally reconstructs the denoised signal. Wavelet transform has strong de-data correlation, which can concentrate the energy of the signal in some small wavelet coefficients in the wavelet domain, whereas the energy of the noise is distributed in the whole wavelet domain. Therefore, after wavelet decomposition, the amplitude of the wavelet coefficient of the signal is greater than the amplitude of the coefficient of the noise. The wavelet coefficients with larger amplitudes are generally dominated by signals, whereas the smaller amplitude coefficients are considered noise. Thus, the threshold can be used to preserve the signal coefficients and reduce most of the noise to zero [19] [20] [21] . The specific process of wavelet threshold shrinkage denoising is: wavelet decomposition of the noisy signal on each scale, and setting a threshold. Then, the wavelet coefficient whose amplitude is lower than the threshold is set to 0, and the wavelet coefficient is higher than the threshold or completely reserved, or perform the corresponding shrinkage processing. Finally, the wavelet coefficients obtained after processing are reconstructed by inverse wavelet transform to obtain the denoised signal.
In the process of wavelet decomposition threshold denoising, the threshold reflects the different processing strategies for wavelet coefficients, exceeding and below the threshold, which is a key step in threshold denoising. Let W denote the wavelet coefficient, T is the given threshold, and sign( * ) is the symbol function. Common threshold functions are the hard and soft threshold functions.
In the hard threshold function, the coefficient of the absolute value of the wavelet coefficient below the threshold becomes zero, and the coefficient above the threshold remains unchanged:
In the soft threshold function, the coefficient of the absolute value of the wavelet coefficient below the threshold becomes zero, and the coefficient above the threshold shrinks:
Notably, (1) the hard threshold function is discontinuous at the threshold point, and discontinuity will cause ringing and the pseudo-Gibbs effect. (2) With the soft threshold function, there is always a constant deviation of the original coefficient and the wavelet coefficient obtained by decomposition, which will affect the accuracy of reconstruction.
The best method is to select a threshold above the maximum noise level. It was proven that the value of noise is lower than σ log e Length (proposed by Donoho) with a very high probability, where the parameter to the right of the root (called "sigma") is the estimated noise standard deviation [19] [20] [21] .
σ represents the standard deviation of the wavelet coefficients and Length represents the length of the original subcarrier signal. Here, we used σ log e Length as a threshold, T = σ log e Length.
In the previous section, the eighth-order wavelet decomposition was performed, and then the detail coefficients were reconstructed, resulting in a high relative error. In this experiment, σ equals the standard deviation of the eighth-order wavelet detail coefficient and Length equals the length of the original signal, which was 12,000.
From Figure 7b ,d, we can see that the respiratory activity frequency after soft threshold denoising was 0.2 Hz and the respiratory activity frequency after hard threshold denoising was 0.275 Hz. After calculating the relative error, we concluded that the soft threshold denoising relative error was 22.6% and the hard threshold denoising relative error was 6.5%. wever, this is only the result for one set of data, which may be accidental. Therefore ata were processed similarly. ure 8 shows the resulting relative error and its cumulative distribution function (CD oved method was used to process the 10 sets of data. However, this is only the result for one set of data, which may be accidental. Therefore, all 10 sets of data were processed similarly. Figure 8 shows the resulting relative error and its cumulative distribution function (CDF) after the improved method was used to process the 10 sets of data. rom Figure 8 , we can see that after threshold denoising of the wavelet reconstructed sign e error significantly decreased. Figure 8b shows that, after soft threshold denoising, ther probability that the relative error would be lower than 26% and a 100% probability t be less than 28%. Figure 8d shows that, after hard threshold denoising, there was a bility that the relative error would lower than 6.5% and a 100% probability that it would b %. This method was also applied to each group of data. Even if the experimenter was diff was no need to modify the parameters of the processing method, as it demonstrated From Figure 8 , we can see that after threshold denoising of the wavelet reconstructed signal, the relative error significantly decreased. Figure 8b shows that, after soft threshold denoising, there was a 90% probability that the relative error would be lower than 26% and a 100% probability that it would be less than 28%. Figure 8d shows that, after hard threshold denoising, there was a 80% probability that the relative error would lower than 6.5% and a 100% probability that it would be less than 7%. This method was also applied to each group of data. Even if the experimenter was different, there was no need to modify the parameters of the processing method, as it demonstrated good robustness.
Through these 10 sets of data, we concluded that the healthy adult test subject has a breathing frequency of about 0.25 Hz when lying down with breathing rate of 15 bpm, under normal circumstances.
Research on Respiratory Activity Detection under Different Postures
Information Processing of Respiratory Activity in Different Postures
The human body has different postures at different times, which produce different respiratory activity. However, due to the diversity and complexity of human behavior, we collected the breathing information of several representative body postures as typical body breathing activity information.
We used the improved method outlined in the previous section to process the C-band sensing data while sitting and standing. We found that the relative error of the hard threshold denoising remained low and performed well as shown in Figures 9 and 10 . Figure 9 shows the respiratory signal relative error after data processing for the sitting posture. Figure 9b shows that after soft threshold denoising, there was a 70% probability that the relative error would be lower than 30% and a 100% probability that it would be less than 32%. From Figure 9d , we can see that after hard threshold denoising, there was an 80% probability that the relative error would be lower than 5.8% and 100% probability that the relative error would be less than 6.2%. This method is also applicable to each group of data as mentioned earlier.
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omparative Analysis of Respiratory Activity Detection for Different Postures able 1 was created by combining the lying down, sitting, and standing data. According to the measured data, the breathing frequency of the subject while sitting was 0.3 Hz, with breathing rate of 18 bpm; the subject's breathing frequency while standing was 0.333 Hz, with respiration rate of 20 bpm. Table 1 was created by combining the lying down, sitting, and standing data. From Table 1 , the improved data processing method has low relative error and maximum robustness. We further concluded that in a normal environment, a healthy adult has a breathing rate of 15 bpm while lying down, a breathing rate of 18 bpm while sitting, and a breathing rate of 20 bpm while standing.
Comparative Analysis of Respiratory Activity Detection for Different Postures
From Table 1 , there are some differences in the relative errors of C-band sensing data processing results for the different postures. The relative error for standing was the lowest, followed by that for sitting, and then that for lying down was the highest. This is inversely proportional to the breathing frequency, where the higher the breathing frequency, smaller the relative error. Therefore, we concluded that the human respiratory signal is too weak; it is susceptible to interference from the surrounding environment. If the respiratory frequency is higher, there is less interference from the surrounding environment, and the relative error is lower. As for the effect of different postures on human respiratory activity, there was little change in respiratory frequency while sitting and lying down, and there was a significant change in the respiratory frequency when standing. This shows that standing has the greatest influence on respiratory activity.
Conclusions
We proposed a C-band sensing-based respiratory activity detection system that is sensitive to signal changes. The system is robust and can resist interference. This system is an improvement on the traditional breathing data filtering method, having better robustness and low relative error. This improved method was used to detect and collect data of human respiratory activity during different postures. We verified which posture has the least impact on C-band sensing data collection. For the influence of different postures on human respiratory activity, we found that standing has the greatest influence.
We only detected the respiratory signals of the human body in three postures. In the future, we want to collect more data from subjects of different age, weight, height, and sex. We plan to use this system to study the respiratory signals of human dynamic behavior, such as running and walking. As such, we will be able to draw more comprehensive conclusions.
